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A Big Byrd Thanks
On behalf of the board and the staff
of the Byrd Theatre Foundation and the
Byrd Theatre, I want to thank you for
your recent support of the Byrd with the
Richmond premiere of “Rock ’N’ Roll Hotel” (“The Best Worst Movie You’ve Never
Seen,” Cover Story, Aug. 18; movie premiere Aug. 30).
You probably know that 100 percent of
our funding for the Byrd Foundation now
comes from concerned people like you,
and
without
your generosity,
we simply could
not continue to
make the desperately needed
renovations that
will allow this
Richmond historic landmark
to continue into
the 21st century.
There is nothing else like the
Byrd in Richmond. Its architecture is inspired by the French Empire
period with an interior made of imported
Italian and Turkish marble, 11 stunning
Czechoslovakian crystal chandeliers,
hand-sewn velvet drapes, oil on canvas
murals of Greek mythology, and of course
the Wurlitzer organ.
Your support with “Rock ’N’ Roll Hotel”
will go directly to the $4.5 million preservation and renovation of the theater. Interestingly, the theater’s original construction cost was $900,000 in 1928. In 2010,
adjusted for inflation, the building would
cost $11 million to build.
As you know, the Byrd Theatre continues to provide a unique form of affordable
entertainment to the public (a family of
four costs $7.96). We’ve only been able to
do this because of people like you who
care about the history and culture of our
town.
Again, thank you. At a time when we are
struggling to keep the Byrd alive, support
by you and such sponsors as the Jefferson
Hotel, To the Bottom and Back Bus, Studio
Center Total Production, Bonvenu Restaurant and the event’s generous grass-roots
volunteers is making a significant difference.

Bill Barrett
President, Byrd Theatre
Foundation

Editors’ note: In all, the Byrd Theatre
Foundation reports that Style Weekly’s
Richmond premiere of “Rock ’N’ Roll Hotel” and the events surrounding it raised
$12,895.54.

More Pig Picks
for Carolina Fans
I really enjoyed your article on barbecue
(“This Little Piggy,” Food & Drink, Sept. 8).
I grew up in Richmond and thought Bill’s
Barbecue was good. That was until I went
in the Army and ended up at Fort Bragg,
N.C., in 1968. A friend of mine was from
Wilson, N.C., home of Parker’s Barbecue.
That’s when I first tasted real barbecue.
Eastern North Carolina barbecue, with a
vinegar sauce (and fatback and hush puppies on the side).
The closest I’ve ever got to
that in Virginia is Cowlings
in Wakefield. That would be
worth your time to check out.
I always get the small plate
with a double order of onion
rings. And the basket of hush
puppies and rolls could be a
meal in itself!
In Richmond, Virginia BBQ
on Lakeside Avenue has good
North Carolina-style barbecue. And if you’re in for a road
trip north, there is Allman’s
in Fredericksburg or south,
Ralph’s in Weldon, N.C. I do plan to check
out Brock’s Bar-B-Que and Hillbilly Red’s
BBQ based on your recommendations!

Bruce Haynes
Old Church

From StyleWeekly.com:
Crusin’ in the Park
Readers respond to an article in last
week’s issue (Street Talk, Sept. 15), that
reported incidents of indecent exposure
at Bryan Park have hit a lull, perhaps in
part because of the park’s increased use
by sports organizations.
One only need drive around the park
or look in the parking lots to see the large
number of men, sitting alone in their cars,
usually trucks it seems. Are they meditating? Just because arrests are down doesn’t
mean that the culture of the park has
changed. Indeed, it hasn’t. You can put lipstick on a pig, it’s still a pig. The surrounding neighborhoods reflect this reality,
sadly. — T. Wilhelm, Sept. 16, 8:26 a.m.
Who cares if gay people hang out
there? As long as they are not doing anything illegal they can be wherever they
want. There are many gay people that live
in that area. They walk their dogs on the
sidewalks and drink latte in the coffee
shops too. They also work and pay taxes.
I would rather see them in the parks than
the thugs any day. This article is somewhat strange coming from Style. — Glen
Allen, Sept. 19, 6:38 p.m.
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